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To truly transform our economy, protect our security, and save our 
planet from the ravages of climate change, we need to ultimately make 
clean, renewable energy the profitable kind of energy.

Barack Obama, 2009.

“

“
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Introduction

The first Inaugural Energy Professionals Round Table in the series of World Energy Day Roundtable 

events took place on Friday 24th April 2020. This Roundtable brought together Energy Professionals 

with the key objective of discussing The Effect of COVID19 on the Energy Economy in Kenya. The 

Roundtable also sought to highlight and discuss challenges faced and propose mechanisms for change. 

In attendance were over 40 Energy professionals from sectors including renewables, energy 

consultancy, Government bodies, Oil & Gas, academia as well as other non-energy consultancy fields. 

Featured professional fields

“
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In Summary 

The discussions were hinged around four key areas including:

• The reality of Covid -19 on the ground for energy professionals with specific reference to energy    

    activities 

• What Energy Professionals must do differently in light of the COVID-19 Pandemic

• Exploration of resilience mechanisms the country can build  to ensure energy efficiency and clean  

    energy initiatives bear minimal setbacks

• The changes needed around existing Energy Plans based on the lessons learned so far

These pillars cascaded into a series of issues being raised, questions asked, innovative ideas highlighted, 

and ultimately practical action steps deliberated. The major stakeholders highlighted through the 

discussion were energy professionals, transport and logistics players, residential energy consumers, 

and the Government. Additionally other essential sectors such including Medicare, training, 

communication, and technology featured as one of the ways of overcoming challenges brought by the 

Covid 19 pandemic.

Participants were keen on discussing matters pertaining to private sector/NGO Energy activities, 

Government action, training and capacity development as well as the evolving job landscape.

Topics of interest
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Key issues reiterated from this discussion can be condensed into five recurring themes:

• The health crisis will pass, but the economic crisis might persist for some time. There is a need for  

   Energy Professionals to recognize the current realities and build the resilience to accelerate economic  

  recovery. 

• The need for Energy professionals to embrace digital tools, keep abreast of weekly changes and  

    identify innovative ways to support/plug in to the government efforts from an energy perspective.

• The need for Government to stimulate local manufacturing which will boost productivity and ease  

    the looming economic crisis.

• The severe need for documentation which is lacking in the sector and is needed to document the  

    happenings and the learning for Energy professionals out of the current health and economic crisis. 

    There is a need for scenario mapping by Energy Professionals to enable quick adaptation in line with   

    the current change, without getting swept by it.

Coping with the effects of COVID19 in Kenya’s Energy space

As of 28th April 2020, Kenya has a total of 363 confirmed cases, with 114 recoveries and 14 deaths. 

Restrictions put in place countrywide are:

• Suspension of all international flights, aside from cargo

• Night curfew between 7 PM and 5 AM, for at least 6 weeks

• Restricted movement in and out of Nairobi Metropolitan Area, Kilifi County, Kwale County, Mombasa

   County, and Mandera County.

Key issue: Operating from home 

As with the Government directives on a night curfew, and discouraged movement of persons (unless 

absolutely necessary), a significant proportion of corporate Kenya from the public, private and 

non-governmental sectors has resolved to work from home and where possible have skeleton staff 

physically present at work.

Sub Issue: Domestic Consumption on the rise 

Food, sanitation, and household products have seen a steep incline as families try to be self-sufficient 

in their homes. Other consumer services like the internet and utilities have also increased, thanks to 

learning, working, and accessing digital entertainment from home. 
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Questions to consider

• What clean cooking options exist in Kenya’s market today?

• What are cleaner ways of managing energy stress?

• What is the energy starter pack for every home because the emergence of ‘home offices’ has taken  

    root?

Sub issue: Home Cooking

Energy consumption has continued rising as majority of food preparation is done at home.  Households 

are still dependent on biomass to meet their cooking needs. Combined with Kenya’s sustained 2yrs+ 

ban on logging, shortage of charcoal has brought about energy stress. Demand for charcoal is increasing 

especially in the middle to lower classes, with no formal supply channels. 

Point of Innovation  

• Innovators are encouraged to come up with affordable and scalable clean cooking solutions for the  

    average household which is dependent on firewood or charcoal. 

Sub Issue: Electricity brownouts

Electricity is one of the utilities consumed most for applications including lighting, water heating, and 

food preparation. During the country’s long rain season (March till May) there have been planned and 

unplanned power outages across the country.  This common occurrence now only emphasizes the 

need for distributed electricity generation, especially as more people are spending time indoors. 

Point of Innovation  

• More adoption of home solar systems with energy storage options

• Promotion of home electricity monitoring as a way of detecting and eliminating points of energy  

    wastage
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Key Issue: Technology and Communication

As movement becomes more restricted and learning, working, and entertainment take place at home, 

technology items such as televisions, computers, phones are finding more usage. Teleconferencing 

tools like Zoom, Microsoft Teams, GoToMeeting, Google Classroom have seen increased demand for 

their capabilities in enabling collaboration, working, and learning options. 

Questions to consider 

• How do we leverage online and in-person activities to sustain our businesses in the energy space?

Point of Innovation  

• Offering virtual training to clients

• Holding webinars to engage and educate customers

Key Issue: Movement 

The night travel curfew (aside from essential services providers) between 7 PM and 5 AM has impacted 

transport and logistics in that:

• Movement of people in and out of Nairobi, Kilifi, Kwale, Mandera and Mombasa Counties is  limited

• Logistics hurdles could lead to artificial shortages, especially food

Sub Issue: Decarbonisation of the transport sector

With decreased economic activity, emissions from transportation on land, sea, or air have gone down 

to unprecedented levels.

In the short term, this move will lead to 

• Cleaner air

• Less petroleum fuel imports
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Moving to energy efficiency and renewable 
energy powered solutions and factories just 
makes plain economic sense. 

We are reducing our [carbon] footprints, 
powering our factories with solar and wind 
energy, lowering our overall energy bill, 
making our products more competitive.

“

“
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Questions to consider

• What has been the effect of COVID-19 on climate change?

• How will we maintain lower emission levels after the pandemic passes?

Point of Innovation

• Retailers collaborating with delivery companies to smoothen distribution

• Embracing digital marketing as a way to increase product visibility online

Key Issue: Keeping up with work

Following the directives on the curfew and advice on social distancing, working, and learning remotely 

is becoming the norm. 

Sub Issue: Essential Services Provision

In light of restrictions, the Government has excluded essential services providers in a bid to avoid a 

total shutdown of the economy. These include:

• Medical Professionals and Health Workers

• National Security, Administration, and Coordination Officers

• Public Health and Sanitation officers in the County Governments

• Licensed Pharmacies and Drug Stores

• Licensed Broadcasters and Media Houses

• Kenya Power & Lightening Company Limited

• Food Dealers, Distributors, Wholesalers & Transporters of Farm Produce

• Licensed Supermarkets, Mini-Markets and Hypermarkets

• Licensed Distributors and Retailers of Petroleum and Oil Products and Lubricants

• Licensed Telecommunication Operators and Service Providers

• Licensed Banks, Financial Institutions and Payment Financial Services

• Fire Brigade and other Emergency Response Services

• Licensed security firms

Professionals in renewable energy and energy management services are keen to be included in this. The 

reason for this drive is because the nature of work has socio-economic impact, including but not limited to 

enhancing food and water security, supporting off-grid communities, and boosting industrial productivity. 
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Practical Next Steps

• Lobby for a Covid-19 Energy Advisory Committee to be set up and Gazetted similar to the ones in      

    Health and ICT ministries

• Lobby the Government to add renewable and energy management companies to the essential   

    services providers list

Sub Issue: Donor Funded Projects

With donor-funded projects, stakeholders are used to making site assessments in person or via 

proxies. The virus pandemic has now shifted how this relationship has traditionally operated. Project 

implementers are now having to set up video meetings and finding remote methods of project 

verification. 

Point of Innovation

• Using teleconferencing provisions to meet with project stakeholders as much as necessary to discuss 

progress (or lack thereof) of projects

Practical Next Steps

It is important to have open conversations on the new modes of project verification and reporting with 

project stakeholders 

Key Issue: Governance

The Government has in late March proposed a raft of measures meant to ease the economic impact 

from directives given. The Amendment Bill, which was published on 30th March 2020, has amended 

tax-related laws in Kenya including the Income Tax Act (CAP 470), the Value Added Tax Act of 2013, 

the Excise Duty Act (2015), the Tax Procedures Act (2015), Miscellaneous Levies and Fees Act (2016) 

and the Retirement Benefits Act(1997).
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Highlights of these amendments include:

• Lowered Value Added Tax rate from 16 to 14 percent

• Pay As You Earn (PAYE) tax reduction of between 30 and 25 percent.100% PAYE tax relief for     

    employees earning less than Shs 28,000 per month

• A downward revision of Corporation Tax to 25 percent while Non-Resident Tax on Dividends has  

   been adjusted from 10 to 15 percent

• Amendment of Section 38 of the Retirement Benefits Act (1997) to allow access of retirement   

   benefits for purposes of purchase of a residential house

The Energy and Petroleum Regulatory Authority (EPRA) has also lowered petroleum pump prices 

(insert date) in line with the plummeted global cost of oil. 

Questions to consider

What can be done to boost local manufacturing, and ease the pressure on imports? 

How can the Government be tasked to reduce electricity costs, in response to this economic slump?

Sub Issue: Deleted Energy Perks

The following are among revocations that will have a significant impact on Kenya’s energy space:

• Taxation of solar, biogas and LPG equipment and products

• Supplies for use in the construction of power-generating plants that feed to the national grid will  

    attract VAT.

• Tractors, plastic bag biogas digesters, leasing of biogas producing equipment, and goods for special  

    economic zones of more than 100 acres will no longer be VAT exempt.

• Taxation to be extended to supplies of stoves, grates, barbeques, braziers, gas rings, plate warmers  

    and similar non-electric domestic appliances.

• There are plans by the Kenya Government to remove reliefs that were given to companies that   

    supported President Kenyatta’s green energy agenda.

• Practical Next Steps

• Lobby the government to revoke measures deleted from the new tax amendments

• Call for devolution of energy services and resources to preempt the energy project disruptions   

    caused by the county lock-in
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Sub Issue: Electricity consumers welfare

There exists a lobby group for electricity consumers in Kenya called the Electricity Consumer  Society 

of Kenya. The organization has in the past (2018) managed to stop the utility from recovering Sh8.1 

billion through backdated bills. Compared to advocacy societies in Africa, like the Network for 

Electricity Consumers Advocacy of Nigeria, more can be done to strengthen the existing energy 

advocacy groups.  

Practical Next Steps
Lobby the government to revoke measures deleted from the new tax amendments

Foster collaborations between energy advocacy groups and professional energy groups e.g. the 

Association of Energy Professionals in Eastern Africa (AEPEA), the Kenya Association of Manufacturers 

(KAM) among others. 

Conclusion 

The COVID-19 pandemic has led to the start of a global economic downturn. Even as Governments 

grapple with the growing demand for medical care, it is important for professionals in other sectors to 

contribute in line with their capacity. Matters including food security, access to clean energy, water, 

and sanitation, education, and technology are vital in ensuring economic resilience. 

Communication and collaborations are important now more than ever. From championing policy 

improvements to administering virtual training and upholding consumer welfare, energy professionals 

have an important role to play in strengthening our social and economic fabric today. 
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Mark Your Diaries for 29th May 2020 at 10am-12noon!  

In continued awareness creation in the run up to World Energy Day 2020, 

Join Ariya Finergy and Eenovators Ltd for the 2nd Energy Professionals  

Online Round Table. Based on demand, this Round Table Meeting will host 

guest speakers and participants from Africa as we explore - The Emerging 

Considerations for the Energy Sector in Africa and chart the path towards a 

new normal.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
 info@worldenergyday.net

Karen Thuranira                                     
EEN OVATORS LIMITED                                 
karen@eenovators.com                        
+254 735 085 968                                  

WED 2020


